TYPO3 Core - Bug #45050

DataHandler::getAutoVersionId() should be public

2013-01-31 19:17 - Oliver Hader

| Status:   | Closed       | Start date: | 2013-01-31 |
| Priority: | Should have | Due date:   |            |
| Assignee: | Oliver Hader| % Done:     | 100%       |
| Category: |             | Estimated time: | 0.00 hour |
| Target version: | 4.5.23 | Complexity: |            |
| TYPO3 Version: | 6.0 | Is Regression: |            |
| PHP Version: | 5.3 | Sprint Focus: |            |

Description
The method getAutoVersionId() in DataHandler/t3lib_TCEmain should be public. The method is a helper to access the accordant member variable that gets filled during workspace actions and thus is useful in hooks as well.

Associated revisions

Revision 29d120c7 - 2013-01-31 19:33 - Oliver Hader

[TASK] DataHandler::getAutoVersionId() should be public

The method getAutoVersionId() in DataHandler/t3lib_TCEmain should be public. The method is a helper to access the accordant member variable that gets filled during workspace actions and thus is useful in hooks as well.

Change-Id: le11f55d92b8e72e6ab68a563f0c1c52762239e102
Resolves: #45050
Releases: 6.1, 6.0, 4.7, 4.6, 4.5
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/17903
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader
Tested-by: Oliver Hader

Revision 78980d7a - 2013-01-31 19:33 - Oliver Hader

[TASK] DataHandler::getAutoVersionId() should be public

The method getAutoVersionId() in DataHandler/t3lib_TCEmain should be public. The method is a helper to access the accordant member variable that gets filled during workspace actions and thus is useful in hooks as well.

Change-Id: le11f55d92b8e72e6ab68a563f0c1c52762239e102
Resolves: #45050
Releases: 6.1, 6.0, 4.7, 4.6, 4.5
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/17907
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader
Tested-by: Oliver Hader
The method getAutoVersionId() in DataHandler/t3lib_TCEmain should be public. The method is a helper to access the accordant member variable that gets filled during workspace actions and thus is useful in hooks as well.

Change-Id: le1f55d92b8e72e6ab68a563f0c1c52762239e102
Resolves: #45050
Releases: 6.1, 6.0, 4.7, 4.6, 4.5
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/17904
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader
Tested-by: Oliver Hader
# History

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch **master** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/17903

Patch set 1 for branch **TYPO3_4-7** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/17904

**#3 - 2013-01-31 19:22 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 2 for branch **TYPO3_4-7** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/17904

**#4 - 2013-01-31 19:23 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 1 for branch **TYPO3_4-6** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/17905

**#5 - 2013-01-31 19:24 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 1 for branch **TYPO3_4-5** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/17906

**#6 - 2013-01-31 19:30 - Gerrit Code Review**
Patch set 1 for branch **TYPO3_6-0** has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/17907

**#7 - 2013-01-31 20:30 - Oliver Hader**
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 05c879f8419f5065db0fd5df0eb07ca051b927.

**#8 - 2017-10-24 20:20 - Riccardo De Contardi**
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed